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HERE have been quite a few red-letter days for
the yard already this year, and one of the finest
was Friday May 10 when there was a double at
Chester from Making Miracles in the Chester
Cup and Aquarium in the mile-and-a-quarter

handicap, races worth more than £150,000 and over £35,000
respectively.   

The jockey in the plate for both those successes was
Franny Norton, and he served up a masterclass, one that may
be understood all the better for being analysed with the aid of
sectional times. In the process, the races will help to illustrate
further some of the principles expounded in my Kingsley
Klarion article in March on sectionals. 

One problem where the Chester Cup is concerned is that
there are no long-established benchmarks of how to run the
race efficiently, other than for the last two furlongs, which is
but a small proportion of the marathon overall. Experience
has shown that a one-off sectional works well for races short
of a mile and a half but that you ideally need more than one

waypoint at longer distances. 
So, I set about constructing a few sectional pars from

scratch. For this, I took races at the course and distance in the
last decade which resulted in good times, compared to the
winners’ apparent abilities, and timed those winners passing
the post first time (after almost exactly 2f), second time (after
just over 10f), at the 2f marker, and overall, using video-
editing software.

The average of those figures came out at: 26.8s; 136.7s;
218.0s; and 244.7s. 

Obviously, those races were run under different conditions
and by horses of different abilities, carrying different
weights, and so on. But a vast body of evidence shows that
horses need to run in more or less similar ways in proportion
to their final times to maximise their average speeds once all
those extraneous factors have been allowed for. 

It becomes a simple matter of adjusting those figures pro-
rata to the time actually recorded in order to answer the
question: “What would be the most efficient way in which to
get from A to B given a known overall time?”

The answer where Making Miracles in the Chester Cup is
concerned, given his overall time of 4m 33.09s (273.09s), is
to multiply those above figures by 273.09/244.7, or by
1.116. This gives: 

29.9s (after 2f); 152.5s (after 10f 70y); 243.3s (with 2f to
go); and 273.09s at the finish.

Making Miracles hit one of those sectionals – the one with
2f to go – almost spot on, but how he got there was less
straightforward. 

The gelding’s time to the winning post first time round
was a remarkably sprightly (for ground conditions that were
by now “heavy”) 28.0s, or nearly 10 lengths faster than that
par. That will have cost him in terms of efficiency, but it
benefited him in one very crucial respect: his jockey was
able to dictate matters at the head of affairs. 

And dictate Franny Norton sure did. Making Miracles’s
time one circuit later was 153.55s, or about five lengths
SLOWER than par. 

Efficiency
Over the course of little more than a mile, Making

Miracles had not only managed to gain back all of those 10
lengths expended in getting a good position at the first bend,
he had lost a further five lengths compared to par without
relinquishing the lead.     

Pace will define efficiency, but the Chester Cup is an
excellent illustration of how position can also be important
in some circumstances. 

Once Making Miracles got to the front at the first turn,
and thereafter started running about two lengths per furlong
slower than he would at a true pace, every jockey behind
him, in a bumper-to-bumper field, had the choice of pulling
out, going wide and running a bit quicker, or staying put and
saving ground. They all stayed put and ran the race more or
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less at the speed dictated to them.
The final circuit was more conventional, but by then much

of the damage had been done. Making Miracles reached the
2f pole at 243.6s, or just a length or two behind par, and
continued to pile it on to come six lengths clear, even being
eased close to the line. 

Making Miracles won the Chester Cup so emphatically
that it is tempting to think he would have done so however he
was ridden. But going fast to get a good position, then
steadying things gradually before turning the screw in the
final mile left nothing to chance. When a big prize is on the
line that sort of enterprise is exactly what you want your
jockey to show!

Franny Norton had already shown that there is more than
one way in which to skin the sectional cat with that win on
Aquarium 35 minutes earlier, for sectional analysis shows
that the leaders overdid it in that race.  

The shorter distance means that a one-off sectional – taken
at the 2f marker – is likely to be adequate, and that has the
second, third and fourth horses running slowly late on.
Aquarium himself ran slower than par, but not nearly as
slowly as the trio he ended up beating, who were all in the
firing line further from home. 

The sectional breakdown for the two races is shown in the
table above.

A reminder that a horse’s finishing speed represents its
speed in the closing sectional compared to its average speed
for the race overall expressed as a %, which is a
straightforward calculation. 

masterclass

A figure higher than 100% shows that the horse in question
was finishing quicker than its average race speed; one lower
than 100% indicates the opposite; and the further from 100%
a figure is, the more that is the case. 

This actual finishing speed % figure needs to be compared
with the par for the course and distance in question. Pars
average at around 101.5% in British racing, across many
different scenarios, but at one extreme you have the 12f of
Epsom (uphill, round bends then downhill to finish) at
around 111% and at the other you have longer-distance races
at Carlisle and Pontefract at around 96%. 

The par figure for Chester is, slightly oddly, only 98.5%,
probably a product of the fact that horses need to go for home
before the final straight (but not to the degree that occurred in
Aquarium’s race!) when that final straight is less than two
furlongs in length and therefore they tend to be slowing at the
death.

E that as it may, the upgrade to the final time
performance (“tfig” in the tables) results from the
difference between an individual horse’s finishing

speed % and that par, and an upgrade will happen when a
horse finishes slowly as well as when it finishes fast. 

The difference between finishing speeds and par were
negligible in the Chester Cup using a 2f sectional but were
significant in the handicap. Significant enough to make the
difference between winning and losing according to long-
established sectional-upgrading methodologies.

Nice one, Franny!  

By 
Simon

Rowlands

Handicap, Chester, 10/05/2019 (10f 70y, 98.5% finishing speed par)
Pos Horse Overall To 2f out From 2f out Fin Spd % Upgrade Tfig Sect Rtg

1 AQUARIUM 136.83s 109.10s 27.73s 95.6 2 104 106
2 EPAULEMENT 136.94s 108.20s 28.74s 92.4 9 99 108
3 AASHEQ 137.01s 108.30s 28.71s 92.5 9 96 105
4 RESTORER 137.41s 108.75s 28.66s 92.9 8 97 105
5 GENETICS 139.66s 110.00s 29.66s 91.3 13 66 79
6 FRANKUUS 140.66s 109.50s 31.16s 87.5 30 62 92

Chester Cup, Chester, 10/05/2019 (18f 140y, 98.5% finishing speed par)
Pos Horse Overall To 2f out From 2f out Fin Spd % Upgrade Tfig Sect Rtg

1 MAKING MIRACLES 273.09s 243.56s 29.53s 99.2 0 115 115
2 WHO DARES WINS 274.35s 245.15s 29.20s 100.8 1 103 104
3 WHISKEY SOUR 274.39s 245.00s 29.39s 100.2 1 105 106
4 LOW SUN 274.78s 244.00s 30.78s 95.8 2 107 109
5 FUN MAC 274.89s 244.85s 30.04s 98.2 0 93 93
6 CLEONTE 276.51s 245.15s 31.36s 94.6 4 93 97
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Performances of Aquarium and Making Miracles at Chester last month.

"Tfig" is the timefigure, a rating based on comparison of overall times

after adjustment for factors which affected those times;  “Sect Rtg”

is the rating based on timefigure and sectionals combined.


